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Julie Diplock waiting for the off at The Ramsgate
Sprint Revival aboard a 1929 Sunbeam Model 9.
Photo: John Mijatovic
A club welcoming members with any make of machine and catering for

Veteran (pre-1915), Vintage (1915-1930), Post Vintage (1931-1939)
and Sporting Trials (pre-1965 and Modern bikes)
http://www.sunbeam-mcc.co.uk
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Hello everyone,
Firstly apologies, the Constable Run date was printed wrongly in
last month’s Club News, the correct date is Sunday 13th September.
Entries are now closed, but it’s still possible to enter both The September
Challenge Run on Saturday 19th September and The Romney Marsh
Run on Sunday 21st September.

hoochmil@aol.com

Pioneer Registrar and Custodian of the Ayers Collection of Literature
John Waghorn
01322 224605 jdwpioneer@outlook.com
Regalia Officer
Rob Smith
20 The Briars, West Kingsdown
Sevenoaks, Kent, TN15 6EZ
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Membership Secretary
Paul Cromie
3 Kings Cottages, Maidstone Road,
Wateringbury, ME18 5ER
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I’ve been out and about a lot over the past few weeks, mainly aboard
my 1935 Triumph model 5/2. This 500cc OHV twin-port single is an
unusual model, as I’ve never seen another one. Visited Brooklands for the first time, for The
Norton Owners Club Day, followed by the VMCC West Kent Run. Then a pleasant day out at
Brands Hatch the following weekend to watch some racing, followed by a trip to Exactweld
to collect a Sunbeam gearbox case they had repaired. One of the Triumph’s two silencers
detached itself on the way over, making one helluva noise as it clanged off down the road.
I decided to continue my journey, as my rucksack was large enough to carry the silencer
and I still had one silencer in place. When I arrived at Exactweld they were good enough
to repair the sheared silencer bracket on the spot, so I was able to ride home with a full
complement of silencers. Top service from a top company. More top service from Richard
and Peter Rosenthal (Pete’s Bikes) who made the trip down from Cambridgeshire to resolve
some issues with the replica Mabon clutch they supplied for our Veteran Triumph, and took
the time to accompany me on a roadtest. I then had the chance to test Exactweld’s work on
the gearbox casing repair at the Ramsgate Sprint Revival where I competed on Rick’s Rudge
and Sunbeam, which performed well with its freshly rebuilt gearbox.
All the best, Julie.

ajdleslie@gmail.com

A New Club Treasurer is Required

07885 660939

sinclairndlp@hotmail.co.uk

01424 772598

royjplummer@yahoo.co.uk

Our current treasurer Andrew Leslie works full-time, however since taking over the treasurer's
post his workload and responsibilities have altered and increased and he is regularly out of
the country for several days at a time. As a consequence he is very short of time.

sunbeameditor@hotmail.co.uk

He wishes to stand down at the AGM in March and we are therefore seeking someone able
to take over from then. The club cannot function effectively or legally without a treasurer so
we have to have someone in place to undertake this essential post.

Other Team Members
01797 344277

The skills required are basic book keeping and computer literacy. We trust a person or
persons will give this post some serious thought to assist the club and keep it functioning. The
info@sunbeam-mcc.co.uk
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committee meet four times a year near East Grinstead, Surrey where the AGM is also held.
Andrew calculates that the time involved is two - four hours per week on average.

Club Member Extraordinary – Peter Donaldson

Baz Staple

In the last club News we praised the work and commitment of recently retired Club Secretary
Ian McGill. The club has been fortunate to have had Peter serving the club in many capacities
for even longer and in fact he is the club’s oldest continuous member, closely followed by John
Peters and John Russell, all of whom have been club members for over fifty years.
Peter joined the club in 1958, that’s fifty seven years according to my abacus and certainly
needs special praise and thanks.
Peter has now successfully passed his various duties over to some new and willing
persons, but here are just a few of Peter’s previous jobs –
• Membership Secretary for thirty six years with a ten year break when David Jordan
took over.
• Regalia Secretary, thirty six years non-stop
• Club News dispatcher
• He has been club Chairman twice, the last time as an interim measure after Tiny Ayers
passed away
• Contributed to Club News for twenty five years
• Approximately forty years on the committee
• Pinhard Prize officer for eighteen years
• Trials rider for fifty six years
• V&V Rider for sixteen years
• ACU rep for twenty five years

Indian (1928-): Rick Parkington, as above.
Levis (pre-1915): Rob Smith 01474 85423 rob_sv650@btinternet.com
Martinsyde: Rick Parkington, as above.
Raleigh: Dave Comber 01273 596101 after 7.30 dcomber@btinternet.com
Rex Acme: Rick Parkington, as above.
Sidecars: Roy Plummer 01424 772598 royjplummer@yahoo.co.uk
Sunbeam (pre-1915): Geoff Morris 0208 669 2812 geoffbk15@yahoo.co.uk
Sunbeam (pre-1940): Chris Pile 01435 864043 christopher.pile@sky.com
Velocette (pre-War): Dave Masters. Dave has written several books, including the classic
‘Velocette: An Illustrated History of All Models 1905 – 1971’ (ISBN 0 9537733 4 5).
01424 211873 maggirose@hotmail.com
These club members have all kindly volunteered their services, do remember that while they
are all experts they are not commercial concerns. Whilst I’m sure they will do their best to help,
if contacting them by phone do ring at a sensible time and don’t expect an instant response.
If you feel you could assist fellow members with a particular marque then please do contact
me, details on inside front cover.
Meanwhile, our Pioneer Registrar John Waghorn is also the custodian of the Ayers
collection of literature. Some years ago Marjorie Ayers kindly donated a massive collection of
her late husband Tiny’s pre-1940 catalogues and sales literature for motorcycles, gearboxes
sidecars and cars. This catalogue can be viewed online via the Sunbeam website or the
actual catalogue list can be purchased from John for £3, cheques payable to Sunbeam MCC
Ltd. Please let John have your requests for copies of the literature. The contact details for
John are 01322 224605 jdwpioneer@outlook.com.

Club Stand at VMCC Founders Day

• In charge of the Pioneer Run® programme selling for over thirty five years

Baz Staple

Apart from riding in events he has been a qualified ACU Clerk of Course for about fifteen
years and has been a trials Observer for some forty years.

This is brilliantly organised by the VMCC Taverners section and is a long-standing show and
autojumble in the huge grounds of Stanford Hall near Lutterworth. Marquees are there from
many one-make clubs and various VMCC sections.

I’m sure all will agree the club owes Peter a great debt of gratitude for a lifetime involvement
to the Sunbeam Motor Cycle Club to which he has given so many hours of care, effort and
concern, so very many thanks indeed Peter, you’re a great clubman.

This was our second showing there, this time with eight bikes with veteran, vintage and
post-vintage machines on display, plus a full table of club literature, membership joining data,
plus photos of our events on the new sign board.

Marque Specialists

Julie Diplock

The following members have generously offered their services to the Club to provide
information and answer queries on the following marques:
AC Sociable: Ian McGill 01293 771446 acsociable1@sky.com
Blackburne: Rick Parkington, staff writer for Classic Bike magazine.
Email: rick@rickparkington.co.uk. Website: www.rickparkington.co.uk 01892 542802 or
07757 309158
BSA Model L (Flat-tank 1923 - 1928 ): Rick Parkington, as above.
Coventry Eagle (1900 – 1940): John Hodson. John has written the most comprehensive
publication on the make, ‘Coventry Eagle - The History of a Motorcycle Company’. Visit
John’s Coventry Eagle page here: Website: www.coventryeaglemotorcycle.org.uk John’s
contact details are 01322 524567 johnh587@googlemail.com
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John Buckingham took the club trailer and camped overnight Friday and Saturday. John,
Jenny and I erected the club marquee on Saturday and were in attendance all Sunday. Others
who brought bikes stood in at times, including Rick Parkington and Richard Duffin. We had a
host of visitors and enrolled three new members on the day with more to come through the
post as many wished to reserve their dosh for the extensive autojumble.
Apart from the huge autojumble there is a large arena staging many motorcycle activities
throughout the day. One newish member from the West Country volunteered to get some
action for members in his area and contacts will be sent to him, including Cornwall, Devon
and Somerset.
Many VMCC members remain dissatisfied with the VMCC, not only over the financial issues
but so many object to late Japanese bikes being used on events and some even outside their
25 year rule! We need as usual more commitment from our club and committee members
to help sell our gospel at these types of shows, please consider offering a hand at the
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following events:Kop Hill Climb - 19/20th September, Princes Risborough
South of England Show 25th October, Ardingly, West Sussex. John Buckingham is not
available on 25th October, so someone is needed to organise the club stand there.

No one likes to hear of price increases but I hope the above goes some way to explain the
reason and also hope that we shall still enjoy the patronage and support of our members and
that we shall continue to increase our membership figures, as we have seen in the past year
or so.

Hello From the New Club Secretary

2016 Cannonball Run:

Arnold Marshall

I got my first flat tank motorcycle, a 1920 James Model 8, at the age of 13
and now 58 years later I still have it and use it. Like all motor cyclists the
sheer pleasure of riding and fettling 'the bike' got me and has stayed with
me. Over the years, I have owned many makes including Coventry Eagle,
Excelsior, James, Triumph, BSA, Norton, Royal Enfield, Velocette, Scott
and Vincent. Some of my riding was out of necessity to get to work etc.,
but mostly it has been for pleasure, exploring the little lanes and byways
on my own.
I often intended to join the Sunbeam Club because it caters for my kind of motorcycle but
somehow never got around to it, due to family and work commitments. I have now been a
member for a mere three years and what a good club it is. Like a lot of the membership I
was content to sit back and let others do the work until I read Ian's plea for someone to step
forward and take on some of his responsibilities. A tentative phone call to Ian and wham!
Suddenly I am the Club Secretary - not only that, my partner, Jacqui, is the Minutes Secretary.
Baz and Ian certainly don't hang around when they get a victim in their sights!
Joking apart, getting involved is very rewarding and brings an added dimension to Club
Membership. The Club is desperately short of people prepared to do their bit, to help out at
events or even take on the organisation of an event. This does not have to be a solo effort,
the more people involved the less onerous the task. If you think that you can help in any way
please let myself or any other committee member know.
As food for thought, the Club is urgently seeking volunteers to help with the following:- The
Pioneer Run - contact Ian McGill.

The Race Of The Century

Harry Verkuil

In September 2016, 100 riders on pre-1917 motorcycles will ride their machines from Atlantic
City, New Jersey to San Diego, California, 3500 miles though fourteen states.
I have entered this event to raise money for brain cancer research. However, at the moment
I have no support team or a suitable motorcycle.
If you want to become a member of the team participating and supporting this initiative here
in Europe or in the USA, in any way or form or if you have a motorcycle which would be “fit”
to undertake this challenge or if you know of one, even one which needs restoration please
let me know. If you can help do contact me on hverkuil@btinternet.com or phone on 07584
318191 or 01330 822300.

Keith Court

1937 – 2015

Chris Mawer

A very able Engineer from Alresford, Keith Court spent a lifetime connected with Off Road
machines. A winner of many First and Second Class Awards in Trials in the Fifties and Sixties,
Keith inevitably served his National Service at the Army MT School at Bordon, a few miles
from his home.
With an encyclopaedic knowledge of the "Green Lanes" of Hampshire and West Sussex he
was a continual help and advisor to Ralph Venables during the classic years of SMCC Club
Events. A constant attendee at Kempton Park shows, in later years he turned his attention
from AMC to Honda.
He will be sadly missed.

Secretary for the Rose of the Shires Run.

David Jordan

Organisers for Club Nights including Chiddingly and possible other venues around the country.

The Club sadly lost another long term member on June 29th, 2015 when David Jordan died
at the age of 80.

Treasurer – See Baz Staple’s appeal elsewhere in this edition.

Membership Subscriptions for 2016

Baz Staple

Earlier this year the committee agreed to increase the subs for 2016 and until further notice
to £20 per year, an increase of £3. This figure still remains one of the lowest compared with
other motor cycle clubs.
There is currently a shortfall of approximately £4000 between the overall cost of running
the club and this increase will come someway to closing that gap. This £4000 shortfall has
previously been covered by a necessary profit on events and services, and we shall still need
assistance from that quarter.
All the club’s activities are subject to inflation – post, print, and other services on which we
rely. The Pioneer Run® is one such example where we need to call in the services of many
outside commercial enterprises whose charges increase year on year.
We are fortunate in having a healthy treasury but can I foresee the need to dip into that in
some degree to keep up to date with current and advancing technology.
6
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Peter Donaldson

A number of us older members went along to the funeral service and the wake on Monday
July 13th.
David had been a member of our Club for 38 years. He was an active member most of
that time, serving for very many years on the Management Committee, also on the Trials Sub
Committee and he was Membership Secretary for near on ten years. He joined the Star Group
Committee and took over as Secretary after Dick Little, our past representative and secretary,
died. That post is now held by Neil Sinclair, grandson of Dick Little.
So David has been part of our active involvement with the Star Group, of which the
Sunbeam Club was one of the founder members in the thirties. David was also to be seen at
a large number of our events, often as the Club Steward, be it Trials or Veteran and Vintage.
He was described at the service, very aptly, as being a gentleman and he is one of those
people that it is hard to imagine not seeing again active at our events.
We will miss you David. Our thoughts are with his wife, Janice and the family.

August - September 2015
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Do you have an interesting snippet or amusing photo that you
would like to share with the Club?

Send your comments to :
The Editor

(details inside front cover)

Shropshire Event
May I add my comments to Baz Staples comments on the Shropshire event? The hotel was
in my opinion very good and the staff were very helpful. The routes were first class and the
organisation great thanks to Bob Nix and Bill Orchard.

it a couple of ten-mile runs per year to help keeping it running etc properly.
Although it was made in Manchester it was sold new in Cambridge, quite probably by King
and Harper (Sting and Sharper to us locals!). And I am told it spent all its life in Milton (just
north of Cambridge) until it was bought as a dismantled kit by a local friend John Sillett who
restored it, and I bought it from John. Earlier it surfaced in Milton in the early sixties and was
jointly rebuilt by Bunny Nunn (of Milton) and Frank Dolman (55 Pioneer Runs on his Ladies
Douggie). It was Bunny's bike and he used it for a few years until the big end failed, it was
then dismantled again for another rebuild which didn't happen as Bunny had got into garden
size steam railways. Bunny died about ten years ago from cancer and that more or less joins
up the story to John Sillett's purchase of it.
It was entered for a Banbury Run by a colleague of mine at Morton’s Media a few years ago
but he couldn't make the day for family reasons so another colleague was then going to ride
it, but then couldn't start it as it’s a run and jump job and in effect he has only one functioning
arm.
Nick Harrison who rode it this year had never ridden a direct belt driver, but he is an ex
road-racer and therefore very able on bikes so took to it immediately. He has ridden a number
of Banbury Runs. He got round ok, needing to change the plug once as it wet up but he did
have to push it some of the way up Sunrising as being a low powered single speeder the hill
beat it.
Best regards, Richard Rosenthal, by email.
● ● ● ● ● ● ● ● ● ● ● ● ● ● ●

Sunbeam Lion
Dear Julie,
Bill Pile's article ‘Bikes I Have Owned’ in issue 872 is a lovely read. And, thanks too for the
link to the SMCC website which I couldn't resist following. Did Bill ever mention the registration
number of his 1931 Lion? We've got a record of about a dozen survivors of the distinct 1931
model, from the 400-or-so manufactured, two of which are in my shed!
I see you put your SMCC newsletters on-line in their entirety, something we considered,
but didn't do, in the MSC&R. As editor of Beaming, I had mixed feelings. We were not sure
of its effect on membership: would it encourage it (as folk can see what we get up to) or
discourage it (why join if you've seen the mag). Well, I can report in my case it has worked! I
have down-loaded the SMCC application form and will send it off forthwith.
Regarding the hotel staff there was an amusing incident concerning John Appleton who
had been play-acting at the evening dinners and pretending to keep most of the after dinner
chocolates for himself. The attached photo shows John hiding his ill-gotten gains under his
napkin and his accomplice alongside turning a blind eye to the affair.
Yours, Peter Maddox

Partly, this is a result of my foray into things much older. I'm trying to get a long-neglected
1916 v-twin Clyno engine to run for its centenary next year, to display at the Black Country
Vehicles Festival. It's an interesting technical (and financial!) challenge.
Regards, Steve Corbett
Editor of Beaming, the magazine of The Marston Sunbeam Club & Register (MSC&R)
Editors Note: Steve was kind enough to supply the picture that accompanied the article. I did a quick
check, and Bill’s 1931 Sunbeam Lion, registration number DR 8739 is still registered but not taxed, so
has presumably been off the road since SORN was introduced. Wonder where it is now? Meanwhile good
luck with the Clyno.

● ● ● ● ● ● ● ● ● ● ● ● ● ● ●

Royal Ruby
Hello Julie,

● ● ● ● ● ● ● ● ● ● ● ● ● ● ●

I really liked the picture of my Royal Ruby in the latest edition of your magazine (page 26).
I bought it as is about seven years ago, partly to keep it united with its original Cambridge reg
mark, which is transferable. During that time I think I've only ridden it in one event and I give
8
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known Druid concept was patented some five years earlier, as patent 818/06.

Dollar Mascot
Hello Julie,
I looked carefully at this picture of the 350 Dollar and having read your comments about the
tax disc being 'Taped up'.
I have come to the conclusion that you should have 'Gone to Specsavers'. It looks like a

The Druid 'parallelogram' design is well-known, and not difficult to come across on the
vast majority of girder-forked machines - the side-mounted springs compress in line with the
steering head angle, as the forks move relative to the frame. Ridgeway's innovation was to
turn the spring through 90 degrees, and have the up-and-down action of the forks compress
the spring in front of the steering head, at right-angles to the head angle. This was achieved
through a pair of distinctive 'L-shaped' bottom fork links which carried a cap for the front end
of the spring, and a boss brazed to the oval fork tubes, in front of the steering head.
It was different, but I'm not sure it was any better. The forks are certainly more of a fiddle
to assemble than the very sparse veteran-era Druids; the Saxons have two rebound springs,
one inside the other, and the inner spring has captive nuts inside to fasten the spring in place
at either end. You need quite a thin spanner (and a certain amount of patience) to coax the
nuts onto the ends of the threads through two sets of spring coils! It's this point which leads
me to dispute the claims to adjustable springs as there's no provision for adjustment in the
design: the springs are either done up in place, or not.
Adverts suggest that they were made under licence by the Phillips Cycle Co. of Smethwick,
Birmingham. They seem to have come onto the market with little or no fanfare, and were
offered as an option alongside Druids on various makes which used proprietary components
to build their machines. They were advertised in the usual light-, medium- and heavy-weight
versions for 1913 at £2-2-6, £2-10-0 and £3-0-0 respectively, against £1-15-0, £2-0-0 and
£2-10-0 for the equivalent Druid types, the Druids clearly being the choice of penny-pinchers
everywhere.
The position of the springs makes for a very long front-brake stirrup, ad they don't seem
to have built-in a lamp bracket. Otherwise, they're a well-engineered bit of kit, the tubes are
larger than the Druid equivalents (5/8" round front stays, and 1 1/4" x 1/2" oval rear stays), and

Native American's head to me. The tax disc should be on the nearside in any event although,
of course, we don't need one now. I love the mag and your editorial skills, a truly great read
every month. Kind regards,
Derek Marrable (by email)
Editor: Thanks for your kind comments; yes indeed I should have gone to Specsavers especially as I took
a photo of a Dollar complete with mascot at the Moto Legende Show in Paris last year! John Spear was
also kind enough to call to advise me. Here’s a blow-up of Gary Parkin’s picture, all contributions to the
Editors ‘New Glasses / PC with bigger screen’ fund to the usual address please!
● ● ● ● ● ● ● ● ● ● ● ● ● ● ●

Obscure Makes: Star
An interesting article from John Hodson in the June-July edition of the Club News, and some
interesting machine illustrations from the Ayers Collection catalogue.
The reported claim of 'specially-designed forks with adjustable springs to cope with any
weight of rider' doesn't seem to square with the machines shown, which appear to boast
standard 'Saxon' girder forks. These were designed by a Samuel Robinson Ridgway, an
engineer from Small Heath in Birmingham, who secured patent number 1012/11 for his
design, the title of the patent specification being 'Improvements in or relating to Spring Forks
for Cycles and Motorcycles', the '11' suffix indicating 1911 issue. By comparison, the well-

the 'profile' from the side shows them to be broader than the Druids. As far as I know, they're
a seldom-seen fitment these days, on veterans or twenties machines.

10
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Re: Veterans and their uses

Club Nights at Six Bells, Chiddingly

Dear Julie,
Baz Staple points out that veteran machines can be used for many of our Sunbeam MCC
events up and down the country, let alone events organised by other clubs.
My own personal interest is in Rover cars, of which I am custodian of several very early
examples. Imagine my delight when Ted Burtonshaw allowed me to acquire the ex ‘Tiny’ Ayers
1904 Rover Motor Tandem. Yes we participate in The Pioneer Run and The Graham Walker
Memorial Run but also with the Rover car clubs where the cross-pollination is much enjoyed
and appreciated.
However frame and chassis damage (to me, not the Rover) prevents me riding the device
so I have added Rick Bearcroft and Nigel Cornelius to my insurance cover, at astonishingly
low premium, and these circa 50 year olds gain huge pleasure from playing with something
that is not affordable at their time of life.
Baz is so right to espouse the use of veteran machinery – we have been invited to enter
the next Monthléry gathering on the banked circuit although the Rover may not test the more
severe angles! Monthléry is not far into France, much like the Anglo-Dutch four day event
mentioned by Baz.
Let us get out and use our toys and, even better, allow the younger elements to do likewise.
A direct result of my lending the Rover is a new member of the Sunbeam MCC.
Yours Sincerely, Kent Robinson

Joff Davies

Dave and Maggi Masters

Members who attended the first Ixion Cavalcade in 2011 will remember when we welcomed
40 plus members of Canon Davies’ (Ixion) extended family, and our guest of honour was
Godfrey Davies, Basil Davies’ eldest son.
Godfrey was the sole survivor of six children and he came to unveil a blue plaque in honour
of his father. Godfrey, know to all as Joff, his childhood nickname, was 99 years old when he
visited, and in June this year he attained his 104th birthday. In the 1930’s Joff was asked by
his father to test drive some of the machines the industry needed evaluating for ‘The Motor
Cycle’, as Ixion’s eyesight at this time was failing.
Sadly on 28th July I received an e-mail from Ixion’s granddaughter Nicky Donker telling me of
Joff’s passing. She wrote: I thought you would like to know that dear Joff died very peacefully
at the end of last week with his family around him. He had not been ill and simply faded away;
he was the last of his generation but at 104 that is not surprising. We will all miss him.
Maggi and I met Joff only a few times, once at his lovely Somerset house where he and
his wife welcomed us, and he was very enthusiastic about the plaque to his father and it was
soon after we felt there was enough background domestic detail with Joff and the Davies
family to contemplate a biography. Joff’s eyesight was failing seriously last time we spoke but
his conversation was as sharp as ever, he supplied us with personal photos and background
information which rounded off our picture of the anonymous Ixion.
A perfect gentleman at all times, he made the large crowd in the church laugh when he
corrected my lazy South London pronunciation of Ix-e-on. “It’s Ix-eye-on Dave” he said with a
twinkle in his eye.

Baz Staple

These are held on the first Thursday of each month at the Six Bells public house, Chiddingly,
Sussex, BN8 6HE, telephone 01825 872227, OS grid ref. TQ 543142. Food is available from
6 pm.

Club Nights at West Kingsdown Village Hall

Rob Smith

These are held on the third Monday of the month from 8pm to 10:30pm at West Kingsdown
Village Hall, London Road, West Kingsdown (Behind Gamecock Pub) TN15 6BZ. Grid
reference O/S188 574 629). Tea or coffee and biscuits provided, for more details contact
George Smith on 01474 852960 or t110george47@gmail.com.
July
An optional motorcycle picture quiz was held which gave those that took part some fun in
identifying the make and year of the various pictures mostly of pre-1940 machines. The prize
for the highest score of a tube of Solvol Autosol went to a good home as it was won by John
Marchant for his collection of superbly restored machines, many of which have 'starred' in
television and film roles.
August
Roger Beale kindly brought along some more superb illustrations, technical drawings and
cartoons from the 1930's for us all to see. These were saved from destruction when they
were deemed unwanted during an office move when he worked at Motor Cycle/Motorcycling
in the late sixties /early seventies. Many of the illustrations/cartoons were done by Jock
Leyden who was born in Scotland in 1909 but later settled in Durban, S.A. Following a visit
to the TT races when he was 18 he stayed on in London and studied drawing and painting at
Heatherleys School of Art and the Royal Academy while submitting cartoons and illustrations
to the motorcycle magazines and other publications. Jock illustrated and created cartoons
for just about every sport, but motor sport and particularly motorcycle racing were his great
passion and several caricatures of top TT riders were among the archive. Even in the cartoons
he took the trouble to make each motorcycle slightly different; sloping/upright cylinder, fishtail/
barrel silencers which gave us some fun guessing what machine(s) he had based them on!
Jock returned to S.A. in 1937 and continued to supply illustrations/cartoons to various
publications/newspapers up to and beyond his official retirement right up to the age of 81. He
was selected by Time magazine as one of the world's top six cartoonists of the 20th Century.
Thanks to Roger for bringing them along, he is also an excellent illustrator and cartoonist in
his own right.

New Members

Paul Cromie

Please give the following New Members to the Club a warm welcome:Steve Armstrong (Berks)

Richard Barsby (Kent)

Tony Eyre (Derbyshire)

Nick Field (Hants)

Bruce Hazelgrove (Norfolk)

Richard Lancaster (Lancashire)

He will be sadly missed by all who knew him and we send condolences to his wife and family.
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The French Connection

Gary Parkin

The Autojumble; Or as it is called over here Bourse d’Echange
In France most areas have an old vehicle club. Most have both cars and motorcycles in their
club; however there are some clubs that are just purely old motorcycle based.
Unlike the UK where most autojumbles are commercial ventures being organized by
entrepreneurs the events in France tend to be organized by the local clubs in order to fund
the club. Most of the autojumbles are mixed with car and motorcycle stuff; however there are
some superb events that are exclusively old motorcycle based.
Early Morning in a small town called Damazan, which is just below the St Emillion region of
France. Basically for one weekend each year the whole centre of the 'old' town becomes a
motorcycle autojumble! I'm not sure where the locals go as the stalls are just in the streets in
front of people’s houses!

interesting stuff. British bikes and parts are expensive and like the UK if it is one of the
‘revered’ marques or models of bike then the prices reflect this. I am currently looking for
something French and pre-War, as there are a number of events coming up before the end of
the year I shouldn’t have too much problem in finding my next project at a reasonable price.
Preferably 350cc upwards or JAP 250cc OHV engine based?
My next event is a local one near to me in Nantes on 4th October. This is exclusively
motorcycle and takes place in the city’s covered vegetable market, so the weather isn’t a
problem. Size wise it probably covers the same area as two to three football pitches.
If anyone wishes to learn more about the French autojumble scene or needs parts for a
French machine then contact me through the editor and I will be glad to help.
Editor’s Note: Entrepreneur - does he mean me? Seriously, a very kind offer of help by Gary, do contact
me and I’ll pass anything on.

Ramsgate Sprint Revival

15th and 16th August

Julie Diplock

Invicta MCC and the newly-formed East Kent Classic MC put on a great event over the
weekend, with sprint demos taking place in acoustically ideal surroundings at the foot of the
cliffs whilst half of Ramsgate turned out on Sunday for the live bands, t-shirt stalls, ice-cream
and club stands at the top of the cliff.
John Buckingham and Baz and Jenny Staple oversaw the SMCC club stand on the top
lawns while my husband Rick Bailey and myself manned ‘Equipe Sunbeam’ in the pits area
in the old disused ferry terminal. Ten SMCC members competed, including three Sunbeams,
one each of AJS, Douglas, Scott, Velocette, Rudge and Rick Parkington’s Martinsyde plus
Nick Pearce cut a dash on his great-sounding Kawasaki Z900. Nick also brought his 1915
Indian Little Twin to display. Overall there were a good number of girder-forked machines
taking part in the sprint, and they attracted much interest from the public.
Some folk expressed disappointment that the sprint wasn’t timed and didn’t even have a
terminal speed reader or lights, especially as we were all, both ‘man and machine’ subject to
full ACU-scrutineering. However, I suspect that as the event was non-competitive and over a
short track the organisers couldn’t introduce any element of timing.
The first machine to be flagged off by Jim Redman was also the oldest competing. This
1921 Sunbeam 500cc Sprint model was ridden by William Mace, son of Frank Mace.
There is a weekly publication called ‘La Vie De La Moto’ over here which is a superb guide
to what is going on by area and you can find details of not only the autojumbles but ride-outs
etc, If you ever find yourself over here buy a copy as it is very informative.
The culture of the autojumble is a little different also. Whereas the UK events tend to wind
up after lunch the French ones are all-day affairs and involve a great deal of food! Due to the
fact that they are organized by a club, there is an angle on it being a social event as well as
the chance to find that elusive part or bargain.
To give you an example of this in March, I attended a two-day event in a small town east of
Bordeaux called Damazan. My pitch was 45 euros (£32). This included a three course meal
and wine etc, with all the other traders and club members on the Saturday evening. When I
arrived home to find my April Stafford entry details in an envelope where I had paid £80 for
the two days, there was a voucher for a free cup of coffee on the day of ‘set up’; explains
everything really?
Where parts and bikes are concerned the French are very patriotic to their own marques
and good examples are costly. However scratch around and you can certainly find some
14
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I sprinted on the Saturday on Rick’s 1928 500cc Rudge Special, which had been allocated
number 7 so I was very pleased to carry Barry Sheene’s number! However, I didn’t think
the Rudge would make it through the scrutineering, as the throttle was too sticky for the
scrutineer, who helpfully pointed out we weren’t racing in 1928! However, with help from
fellow club members we removed the throttle, shaved excess layers of powder-coating from
the handle-bars and got the throttle to shut down cleanly. Dog tags for us and ball-ends for
the levers were improvised so it was all systems go. But found I did not gel with the Rudge;
the harder I tried the slower I got! The Rudge became increasingly difficult to start, which
was diagnosed as a carburetion problem, and I suspect some of my problems were down to
over-fuelling in addition to the high-compression engine proving difficult to turn over quickly
enough to start. There was a fair bit of hanging around in very high temperatures, with the
familiar dilemma of whether to keep the engine running.
Due to a wardrobe malfunction, Rick retired from the competition and graciously allowed me
to use his 1929 Sunbeam model 9 and his leathers, as I was also suffering from a similar issue
caused by a surfeit of cream buns! This machine competed in the original Ramsgate
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Welsh Week 2015

Claire Emery

A 1927 BMW on the Welsh Week.
We had been looking forward to the annual pilgrimage to Aberystwyth to take part in the 32nd
Welsh Week.
As usual we stayed at Aberystwyth University but at a different location. Although the
accommodation was still up to the usual standard and the loos were closer, we did think fondly
of our old lodgings at Pantycelyn Hall which is closed for refurbishment for the foreseeable
future. The bikes, however, were still securely stored and we needed swipe cards to get in to
the “Greenhouse” or bike shed.
The group consisted of only 8 riders and about 15 people in total which was down on
previous years, however the company was excellent and the friendly banter was ever present.
Rick Parkington aboard his 1921/22 Martinsyde Tait Special. Photo by John Mijatovic.
sprint, and over the weekend sported its original number 65. We have a photo of it at the first
sprint but we’re not sure from what year. If anyone's got an original programme I would love to
check it to see if the Sunbeam is entered; it's a 1929 500cc Sunbeam, ridden by J Richardson.
The Sunbeam was fantastic, and easy to start compared to the Rudge. I had one really good,
smooth run and got all the way through the gears just before the finish. It all started to click
and I could see why folk really get into sprinting.
All in all a fantastic event, and a great introduction to the sport; let’s hope it’s repeated in
2016.
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The weeks riding consisted of two half-days and three full days riding making the most of
the fantastic scenery and the brilliant weather Colin and John (our organisers) had arranged
for us. We just turn up and expect a week of riding, food and company, the work these
wonderful chaps do behind the scenes is so appreciated, long may it continue!
When we stopped at Corris craft centre, we were treated to some very low flying aircraft
carrying out manoeuvres through the valley. Always good for making you jump and chucking
your crisps everywhere! Never a camera ready when you need one!
After eating our packed lunch, we made our way to Borth. Instead of stopping at the
seafront, we made our way to Borth Station Museum. We never knew the museum existed,
however the Station Master made us feel most welcome and there was plenty of room for the
bikes. A small group of about 30 volunteers have transformed the old ticket office, manager’s
office and waiting room from a derelict and abandoned shell to a true representation of how it
was in its glory days back in the 1900’s. Well worth a visit and it is still a working station, it's
the last stop but one on the Cambrian Main Line, with direct two- hourly trains from

Birmingham New Street and Birmingham Airport.
August - September 2015
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A trio of cammy Velocettes at a lunch stop
On the free Wednesday we are furnished with a packed lunch and set free to explore, Steve
and I made our way to Internal Fire Museum of Power on the A487 Cardigan to Aberystwyth
road, eight miles north of Cardigan just beyond the village of Tanygroes. When you arrive,
courtesy of the ever needed sat-nav, it looks like a tiny museum. However, the size and variety
of engines, Marconi telephone exchanges and many other items already housed there and
sheds full of parts to be overhauled was surprising. Fortified by coffee and cake we head back
towards Aberystwyth to see how the town has changed over the past year.
We only got wet on the Thursday run. We made it to the Elan Valley visitors centre and it
was lightly drizzling, by the time we finished lunch it was set in for the afternoon. We stopped
for the usual cream teas at Devils Bridge and the rain was quite heavy. Once re- fuelled with
the cream teas we headed back towards the University and as we pulled up at the bike shed
the sun came out and all was glorious again!
The week was a lovely break away from the madness of everyday life and it was lovely to
meet old friends and new. If you have a spare week next year, give it a try, you will be most
pleasantly surprised!

Graham Walker Memorial Run

Ian McGill

National Motor Museum, Beaulieu Sunday 9th August 2015
Another grand day in the Hampshire sun, at an excellent venue, for which we offer grateful
thanks to Lord Montagu.
- Of 105 entries, 98 started and all finished the course, even though a little help was given.
Dearden Motorcycles once again came up trumps to help any machines with problems out on
the 46 mile run around some of the stunning scenery in the New Forest.
- It was a pleasure to yet again have Murray Walker OBE to present the awards, unfortunately
Lord Montagu was unable to attend due to ill health, and we wish him a speedy recovery.

Murray Walker presents Chris Green with the Best Vintage Solo with his 1926 New Imperial.
Photo Gill Tarrant
• Best Veteran Three Wheeler - Ian Clarke 1913 New Hudson sidecar
• Best Vintage Solo - Chris Green 1926 New Imperial
• Best Vintage Three Wheeler - Steve Hart 1926 Royal Enfield sidecar
• Combined Age Award - Dave Pittuck 1896 Leon Bollee total 193 years
• Most Technically Interesting - Chris Booth 1913 Morgan Quad
• Best Overall Runner-up - Chris Tullett 1938 Panther sidecar
• Best Two-stroke Machine - Graham Marshall 1927 Scott
• Riders Choice - Richard Duffin 1927 Scott
• Most Original machine - Andy Dean 1914 New Imperial
• Best Lady Rider - Sue Harris 1914 Royal Enfield
• Best Post Vintage machine - James Devereux 1931 Ariel

Awards were given as follows:

Sincere thanks to all the marshals from the Southampton & District MCC, especially Dave
Bettridge, who stepped up to the plate as Chief Marshal due to Brian Rawlings being unwell.
Thanks Dave, and best wishes to Brian for a speedy recovery.

• Best Veteran Solo - Don Rickman 1903 Ariel

Hope to see you all again (and others) on Sunday 7th August 2016.
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Graham Walker Memorial Run Photos:

On Beaulieu Heath

Tony Dymott demonstrates the joys of hub centre steering on his 1925 350cc Neracar

David Dickerson enjoys the wind in his hair aboard his 1903 400cc Phoenix

Photos John Mijatovic

Sybe Algar smoking along on his 1930 350cc New Imperial. Cost new was £47:10:0

Rob Pond, our new Events Secretary, keeps cool on his 1914 Triumph 500cc

Obituary: Lord Montagu of Beaulieu

Ian McGill

The Conyboro Run - Chiddingly 24th May 2015

Geoff Morris

20th October 1926 to 31st August 2015
Born Edward DouglasScott-Montagu,
Lord
Montagu
lived
in
a
thirteenth-century stately
home situated in Beaulieu,
Hampshire, which had
been in his family since
1538.

If ever there was an award for the best situated rally field, the one immediately adjacent to The
Six Bells Public House in Chiddingly, East Sussex, would be a strong contender. Courtesy of
club member Ken Boulter, the club ran the Conyboro Run in idyllic weather; sunny, warm, and
in the cosy midst of tranquil Chiddingly. With the village church opposite, the pub next door
and glorious 'English scenery all around, what more could you ask?

Outwardly a conventional
member of the upper
classes, with an Eton and
Oxford education and
a stint in the Grenadier
Guards, he determined
to avoid being defined by
Graham Walker Run 2015: Machines assembled in the paddock by
his 1954 trial, for offences
Kind Permission of Lord Montagu of Beaulieu. Photo John Mijatovic
that are no longer criminal.
Edward, Third Baron Montagu of Beaulieu, succeeded in becoming better known for founding
the National Motor Museum at his stately home of Palace House. Many vehicles are on
display, including the 12hp Daimler which in 1899 Montagu’s father, the Conservative MP and
peer John Montagu, encouraged the future King Edward VII to drive.

I was on my 1924 350cc side valve A.J.S. which was nimble, light, and with plenty of power
for this rural route which more or less wound its way to the foot of the South Downs and back.
Beautiful views and wide enough roads not to be too 'nadgery' made riding a pleasure. Old
man weather was in tip top form and we all basked in the sun afterwards back at the ranch; I
mean field. Charlie's wife Helen had been busy in the kitchen and provided homemade cakes
and other victuals and copious teas and coffees and cold drinks. You did well Helen.

Charlie and Helen Smith's team did a grand job of organizing this really pastoral run. It was
so well signposted, with a clear route sheet that enabled even dolts like me to complete the
shorter 30 mile route without straying 'off piste'. We have local man Chris Pile to thank for the
clear signage and taking them all down again!

The museum continues to thrive, and is now known as the National Motor Museum and
houses many historic vehicles including Donald Campbell’s land speed record breaking
Bluebird, and also several motorcycles owned by the late Graham Walker who greatly
assisted in building the collection.
Lord Montagu was Chairman of English Heritage and President of many organisations,
including the Historic Houses Association, Bluebell Railway, Federation of British Historic
Vehicle Clubs, and of course was one of the Sunbeam MCC’s Vice Presidents. He gave the
club great support in allowing us to use the National Motor Museum as a base for the Graham
Walker Memorial Run, which is now in it’s 53rd year. We need to remember that Lord Montagu
also rode in this event as well as competing in many Pioneer Runs, and allowed many guest
riders, including Prince Michael of Kent, to ride NMM machines.
Lord Montagu was a very useful member of the House of Lords and he spoke frequently
on tourism, motoring and environmental matters. His maiden speech on 20th January 1948
referred to his own experience as a soldier in the Grenadier Guards in the British Mandate
Palestine. He was later one of the few hereditary peers elected to stay on in the Lords after
reform in 1999.
Barbara and I were privileged to have met Lord Montagu many times and were honoured to
be invited to lunch in Palace House while at Beaulieu for the 50th Graham Walker Memorial
Run.
His Lordship will be sorely missed by all who knew him and we send sincere condolences
to all the Montagu family.
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A whole panoply of motorcycles took part; from early beasts such as a 1910 Arno and a
1911 Humber to a first kick start 1938 'big pussy' Panther and chair - one kick and she was
away! Every entrant received a special souvenir in the form of a Sunbeam insulated beaker
and there were prizes for the various categories.
The Six Bells on a good Sunday buzzes with action. It attracts motorcyclists young and old
and bikes to cater for every taste - and that's quite apart from our lot! They come to see us
and we like looking at them, so good vibes all round. With a live band playing outside and a
braising barbecue for the pub customers it was what you might call 'hog heaven' all round.
We had a visit from the well known Gun Hill Studios just down the road in the form of Emma
Gaston, a brilliant photographer. Look up Gun Hill Studios, Conyboro Run or Six Bells you
will I am sure find their wonderful photographs online. Emma has published a whole portfolio
online, not that I am any good at computers but there is a good Facebook page for the studios
which is definitely worth a trawl. Many thanks Emma.
Charlie Smith is the grandson of Freddie Millar of 'Millars of Mitcham', a well known
motorcyclists Mecca from pre-War days up until the 1970's I guess. Freddie always had a
good stock of new and second-hand motorcycles and specialised in Vincents. I got to know
Freddie well in the late 1950's and 1960's as he was very sympathetic to vintage bike owners,
quite apart from his regular customers. He had a superb upstairs office where he could
'oversee' the large showroom below at a single glance; I know because I was often up there
with him. Freddie was a good man and a good dealer and he spent the huge sum of £100 (it
was in 1952 I can assure you) restoring a veteran P&M and sidecar and this got him a special
mention and article in the motorcycle press of the day. (see 'Motorcycling' May 1st 1952)
Charlie I know would like to find any photographs of his grandfather's premises in Mitcham
and maybe one of our members may be able to help.
So to end up, a big thanks to Charlie (for this was to be his last stint as organiser) for all his
time and we look forward to his successor's run in 2016.

August - September 2015
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The Organiser’s View

Charlie Smith

Another really enjoyable run from the Six Bells in Chiddingly took place in May. We had 29
entrants with the sun shining following a long or short route, all marked thanks to Chris Pile.
There was also a beer festival at the pub, thanks to Paul and Ken from the Six Bells for all
the lunches and the urn. I've enjoyed organising the run for the last three years and it’s been
great to meet you all, thanks for all the kind words. I now hand over to Rob Pond, our Events
Secretary. Finally thanks to Ian McGill and to my family who have made cakes and for
helping me organise it.

75th Anniversary of the Battle of Britain at Headcorn

Claire Emery

We usually attend the Garden of England run organised by Tony Lloyd and this year was no
exception.
As an added attraction this year, on Saturday 11th July the club had been asked to mount a
static show of Post-Vintage and Military machines. These machines would be in keeping with
those that might have been ridden by personnel involved in the Battle of Britain. This was to
support an exciting Battle of Britain Flying Display at Headcorn, culminating in a mock attack
SMCC Club stand at Headcorn

by an ME110 and scrambling of a Hurricane and Spitfire to repel the invader.
We booked the Monday as holiday from work to recover and filled in the required forms etc.
On the Saturday, we left early to ride my 1930 Velocette KNS Mk1 and Steve’s 1939 Norton
International Model 30 to the airfield. Glad that we arrived early, as there was already a build
up of traffic on the road to the entrance. Dodging this we made our way in to the field and
found our tent in prime position facing all incomers.

To the Victor the spoils! John Buckingham's lovely 1929 James
with impressive line up of Winner's Cup, one of Helen Smiths
cakes and something to wash it all down. Photo Geoff Morris
Trophies were awarded in the following classes:.

Not sure how many would turn up, I think Tony was pleased to see a healthy display of
around 15 bikes and side cars, a nice variety to get people talking. It is always heart- warming
to hear the phrases “my dad / granddad had one of those” or “that was my first bike” and the
interest showed by the general public was great. It is always good to get a chance to promote
the club and remind people that bikes like these can still be enjoyed.

• Best veteran: Jon Dudley (1910 Arno)
• Best vintage: John Buckingham (1929 James)
• Best post vintage: Richard Haden (1938 AJS Silver Streak)
• Best three wheeler: Chris Tullet (1938 Panther Combination)

The flying display included two Spitfires, one of which was a Mk 1 and one of the earliest
built which took part in the Battle of Britain, the other was a Mk 9 built around 1944. Also two
Hurricanes, one a Mk1 which again took part in the Battle of Britain and a Mk4 built in 1944.
This had four 20mm cannons and was one of the last made of the Hurricanes before
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the production was stopped that year, it was called “the last of the many”.
Driving around the aerodrome was an American amphibious WW2 jeep, ferrying the pilots
where needed. There was a display of cars and lorries of the time, along with a Welbike. This
was supplied to the paratroopers as a way of getting around the battle field and they were
never designed for re-use but a means to travel through the enemy territory and then left when
their fuel ran out.
The hardier among us sat outside the club tent taking in the fantastic sunshine and the
ongoing air display throughout the afternoon, I sat with a few people in the tent but running
outside when we heard the throb of an engine.
The weather was stunning and there must have been a few thousand people on site, many
bringing picnic hampers. The only downside was flying back in formation, in the Hollingbourne
direction in true Battle of Britain style, Steve was tail end Charlie and then all of a sudden
he swears to God he got strafed by one of the Headcorn Messerschmitts. There were large
plumes of oil and smoke from the back of his bike. Later this was diagnosed as needing to
have a re-bore. Luckily enough he limped back to his own airfield and did not have to bail out!
The faithful Norton Model 19 was pulled out of retirement for the next day’s ride.

29th Garden of England Run

Claire Emery

Looking forward to the good weather this event usually provides, we made our way through
the country lanes to Headcorn Aerodrome where the Start/Finish of our event resides.
Having attended the 75th Anniversary Battle of Britain show here the day before, we were
surprised and pleased to see the Sunbeam club tent was in the same place we left it. It was
nearer to the main entrance of the aerodrome and the loos and we had prime position as soon
as you came in the gate.
The bikes kept rolling in and there was a very healthy 40 odd riders signing on. The entrants

We wound our way though the Kent countryside, through Bethersden, Woodchurch,
Tenterden and making our way to Rabbits Cross and The Lord Raglan for a well earned lunch
stop. The weather in the main wasn’t too bad, just mildly overcast and slight rain but this didn’t
seem to dampen our mood one bit.
We all turn up to these events, ride and go away. I for one do not think about the thorough
preparation and organisation put in to the events, but I am ever grateful that we have a
dedicated team of organisers, helpers and fellow enthusiasts to make our summer riding so
enjoyable! Many thanks to you all.

The Bikes That I Have Borrowed: Part 1

Peter Donaldson

We no doubt have all tried motorcycles not belonging to us to take just round the block. I have
ignored those and also bikes that I had previously owned or subsequently owned. So this is
motorcycles I actually did something memorable on or went somewhere. Periods of borrowing
varied from ½ an hour to five years.
1. In my RAF days, I swapped my Triumph Speed Twin for the evening with a BSA 500cc
Gold Star Clubman. I was assured it was the most comfortable machine its owner had ever
ridden but to that I would take dispute. It was in my book the most uncomfortable bike I ever
rode on! Motorcycles, as far as I’m concerned, are designed to be sat on or stood on, not lie
on. I did about 50 miles in the Cotswolds, it was very noisy, uncomfortable and hardly road
friendly. But I have ridden one, an experience not to be repeated.
2. The same bloke sold his Goldie and brought a Norton Dominator 500cc model 88. That I
borrowed for a quick return journey off 20+ miles from my place of work to camp to collect my
work pass I had left there. Rush hour had finished as I threaded my way through Cheltenham
and out onto the A40 to Gloucester. So had my first and only ride on a featherbed frame
and road holder forks. Knew the road like the back of my hand and wound the bike up.
Approaching a fairly tight left handed bend was ear-holing with left footrest down near the
road, there were no field entrances or roads joining from left to right on the two-lane road,
the road was mine. As cleared the corner there was a lorry pulling off the verge and blocking
most of the road. Banged brakes full on, knew the bikes would slide away but rather have my
body sliding than hit the lorry. The bike dipped, was on its way, no it wasn’t. To my amazement
this product of Bracebridge Street held the road, I flicked it upright and squeezed through on
the far right of the lorry and hammered on to Gloucester. That and one experience on the
Yamaha Serrow, many years later were the closest I ever got to being splattered on the road.
No wonder the Manx Nortons were such successful racers!
3. I did actually ride another Gold Star. It was a scrambler version, detuned and attached to
a Trial chair. Had a good record in the previous owners hands but driven by a friend with me
hanging out the chair wasn’t the ideal mount. I towed it down to WD ground in West Surrey
and he failed to turn up. So I took over and pressed my dear wife, Mary, into service in the
chair. We were not for this purpose a team made in heaven. After several unintentional stops
in sections we flipped the outfit on a downhill slope into wet sticky mud, the chair pushed Mary
face down in the mud and she was muddy from her fur hat down to her boots when we lifted
the outfit off her. The previous summer, wearing little other than a sleeveless summer frock
and sandals, the late Gordon Potter dumped her in a ditch of brambles and stinging nettles
from a wicker work Pioneer Sidecar. I never got Mary into a sidecar again!

Club members at the 2015 Garden of England Run: Baz Staple,
Jon Dudley, Arnold Marshall, Claire Emery and Steve Emery.
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in the programme ranged from a 1911 Humber 500cc to a 1939 Velocette MOV 250cc along
with a nice group of sidecars and three-wheelers and I believe a few more Sumbeamers
signed on that day to ride.
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4. In my later teens, was returning home from work and saw a lad I knew sitting by the road
side on the Flying Mile on the A20 near Eltham. This lad was a mad Herbert who had a 350cc
AJS. He was sitting by a BSA Golden Flash. To my request as to whether he was alright, he
said “ya, I’m dizzy from doing the ton so often, you try it”. So I changed onto the Flash and
took it up to the top of the Flying Mile, turned round and wound it up. The ‘Mile’ is slightly
downhill to start with; the bike was smooth and responsive, and was going faster than ever
before. I felt my beret pulling up on my head and had pictures of it flying off taking my goggles
with it. I shut off rapidly looking at the speedo, which showed over 90mph, the fastest I’d ever
been before or since on a motorbike.

we decided to buy a plot of land and build a house, i.e have a builder do it. Soon found a
third of an acre flat plot in an established road with all services. Beryl and I scraped the cost
together, but the AJ had to go. Fortuitously one of my workmates was emigrating to OZ and
was disposing of a 1938 G90 Matchless with a launch sidecar that was cheap but would serve
for a while, so became bike No 4. While a reasonable performer the outfit was not liked by
Beryl, so after a holiday in East Sussex hop picking organised by Beryl’s mother, I rode it to
Comerfords in Thames Ditton and left with a brand new BSA Bantam 125 Plunger (bike No
5) which served us well. We were fortunate for a couple of years as Beryl’s brother got called
to do National Service, and was sent to Hong Kong but kept his plunger A10 which I used
occasionally. Before you ask it wouldn’t quite do a 100mph, probably a realistic 90 to 95mph!

5. My last BSA experience was borrowed for five years and was a CI5S frame with lightweight
front forks and a Triumph 350cc T21 engine. I had it fitted with electronic ignition and it was a
beautiful starter even when up-ended and picked up. The frame being the Scrambles version
had too forward a rake on the steering and on a tight full-lock turn in mud could slide. I used
it for all off-road Trials in the Pre-65 Class for about five years and it was a great pleasure
to ride. Having a road box and a large back sprocket, top speed probably would have been
about 40mph.

Pioneer Dating Meeting

6. When I bent the rear frame on my rigid rear 350cc BSA Trials jumping it on a scrambles
course at Brands Hatch, I was loaned a 500cc Norton 16H with bike-carrying sidecar to
get my bike home. This Norton belonged to a motorcycle dealer who used it for collection
and delivering of motorcycles. It was perfect for the job, and to me, even rideable without a
machine on the sidecar platform on way back to Brands Hatch to return it.

After passing around the table and discussions the following motorcycles passed muster.
But I must add that our hard-grafting Registrar, John Waghorn had carried out much
background research on the applications prior to the meeting.

To be continued.

Bikes I Have Owned: Part Three

Bill Pile

On return from the RAF National Service in April 1950 I was back to work and soon saved
enough to look for a more modern larger bike. The 2H Triumph was ridden over to Epsom
Surrey, where there were two bike dealers, one of which was Arthur Wheeler who rode the
Continental Circus and was later very successful on KTT Velo’s and a 250cc Moto Guzzi. He
did also have Pioneer rides on a TT Triumph.
The second emporium was owned by George Goodall, a Sunbeam member for many
years, who rode a 1922 Matchless outfit in our events. Despite reminding George of all the
methanol (at 7 shillings a gallon) he had sold me during petrol rationing, he didn’t want to buy
the Triumph but eventually agreed to a Sale Or Return deal. I went home on the bus and then
to see another school acquaintance who had just started a coach hire business.

Next episode: my off road excursions.
Geoff Morris

The six strong Pioneer Dating Committee met on the 29th May to cast their eyes on some
dozen or so applications for machines to be awarded a Pioneer Certificate. Our committee
numbers were augmented by Paul Gander one of our younger members. So welcome Paul!

1. 1914 Triumph reg. no. BW 1079, with three-speed hub gear which hailed from Margate.
2. Another 1914 Triumph which had a slightly earlier engine of 1913 manufacture of 500cc,
rather than the standard engine size for 1914 which was 550cc (they'd increased the capacity
to give better 'oomph’ for sidecar usage). This machine came from Surrey.
3. A hat trick! Another Triumph SV 9472, but 1913 this time; fitted with three-speed hub gear
incorporating the usual foot-actuated clutch. The engine had been attended to by Ian Jennings
of Bradford, the well known engineer and Triumph specialist. This was a Kent based machine.
4. Yet another Triumph - but what a 'Triumph of restoration' for it was one of those incredibly
early 1905 models. Nick Jonckheere, our Belgian friend, had rebuilt this Triumph cleverly, as
it had (when Nick bought it) been modified or updated over the years. Nick wrote a fascinating
script all about the task he faced, which follows this piece. Thanks go to Nick for allowing us
to print it and well done for a super restoration job.
5. 1913 AJS Model 'D', KN 4658. Sent in from Norwich by a Sunbeam Club Member this
veteran was made by the Stevens brothers in Wolverhampton and is a fine job indeed.

His two year old rigid 500 AJS was for sale at £130 (I think) so a deal was done. It was
fitted with a Moseley float on air pillion-seat so passengers were well catered for. I rode this
for everything: work, night school, social and in June 1951 my first trip to the TT. Fellow riders
were John who was on a 1949 Triumph T100 with sprung hub and Derek on a 1948 Model 18
Norton. The craning on and off process was a bit disconcerting but no other problems that I
recall.

6. 1902 Minerva. This was a direct drive model, so push off, leap on and you're away!
That's the theory anyway. Euphemistically referred to as an 'Athletic' type of machine, it
does represent the very early days of the industry and a lovely job of work by a well known
specialist in these Pioneer machines in Hereford.

The only incident involving damage to the bike happened on the way home from night
school one night around 10.30pm. The local Pub was about half a mile from my house and
it was mine host’s practice to let his dog (a Bull Terrier) run across the road into (then) fields
opposite. I was only doing 25-30mph headlight on, but never saw it. Thump, result one dead
dog and a severely bent pair of teles, but wheel ok. I didn’t come off. The bike was soon sorted
and I carried on riding as before.

8. 1907 Griffon fitted with a single cylinder Zedel engine. No cubic capacity given but we
believe it is around 218cc. This came from Burton-on-Trent from one of the proprietors of a
well known firm who specialize in veteran and vintage machines.

Not long after Beryl and I decided to get engaged and having asked her father for approval,
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7. A single cylinder Harley Davidson of 494 cc fitted with Schebler carburettor. Very well
restored, it was registered as BF 7167 and came from Lincolnshire.

9. A rare 1900 Marot Gardon tricycle came next fitted with that superbly strong and reliable
326cc De Dion Bouton single cylinder engine. Beautiful restoration and we hope it goes as
well as it looks.
August - September 2015
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10. Wall Autowheels are great survivors and this one from Lindfield, Sussex looked to be in
very fair condition. Although only 118cc these bicycle pushers certainly do well in the Pioneer
Run. And if they break down not far from Brighton just continue pedalling! Registration number
is BF 7280.
11. 1913 Ariel, with that delightfully named 'White and Poppe' 498cc 'single' engine. This has
an Armstrong three-speed hub gear, is in unrestored or original condition, and resides in The
Netherlands.
12. 1913 Indian V-twin restored 998 cc model with Hedstrom engine. Registration number
VS 4990. These big Indians have plenty of power for virtually any situations. Quite rare, and
commensurately expensive if you wanted one.
One 1914 model submitted was, after research by the Registrar, believed to be made several
years after the end of the 1914 cut off date for the 'Veteran' period. However as is well known
the Committee are open to reconsideration if evidence emerges to the contrary. But there is
nothing wrong with an early vintage machine especially as values between the two categories
have come much closer in the recent decade or so due to their sheer rideability.

1905 Triumph:

Pioneer Certificate Application

Nick Jonckheere

Deviations from original specification:
The restoration started with a frame that had been modified in the later part of its early days.
The top frame tube had been lowered, a shallower fuel tank installed and a frame tube added
below the tank. Also a hub gear had been installed. I received a picture from the previous
owner, showing these modifications. The tank had gone missing in the meantime, but was
incorrect anyhow.
My goal has been to bring it back as near as possible to its original condition. There is only
one other survivor, which is in the National Motorcycle Museum at Solihull, which helped to
get the frame and rear fork back to original.

number 85836, engine number 314. He had taken it over in the eighties from his uncle Bert
Hammant, who had bought it in 1950-60s from the Horn-Nairn family in Turville Heath. Earlier
history is not yet known.
I received the picture of the frame in ‘as found’ condition, it had clearly been modernised
with the lowered top frame tube and the hub gear installed. The tank in the picture had already
disappeared, but incorrect anyway. Also a frame tube had been welded in below the tank so
I decided the better option would be to bring the bike back to its original specification.
Looking at the frame and engine numbers, they do not appear in the Triumph table of
numbers but it seems that no numbers were recorded prior to 1907. Compared to the exFazackerley / ex-Colin Missen 1905 machine now in the NMM which has frame number 82839
and engine number 236 it would make sense to conclude that mine is also 1905.
I don’t know of any other 1905 survivors but I found 1906 Triumphs having frame numbers
greater than 100000 and engine numbers in the 900s. I measured the bore as 98.9 mm, which
ties up with the available data showing 98mm, mine must have been bored-out at some stage.
The valve stems are 6mm.
Also, the magneto chain-cover installation bolt on the cam cover is not present, confirming
the pre-1906 configuration. Of course, the spliced front frame tube is also unique to 1905.
Editors Note: A very interesting machine. Nick Jonckheere is pictured with it on the back cover at the Ixion
Cavalcade in the previous issue of Club News (874).

5/8 HP Big bore kit Anyone?

‘Mantissa’

Interesting to see that the ‘big bore’ kit isn’t a new invention by any means: maybe having to
resort to quoting eighths of a horsepower is stretching the point a little though. Where would
one find a ‘compression specialist’ these days?

As to the restoration of the rest of the bike, I was able to find a few very good period pictures
of the same model.
I was fortunate to source some important parts like the carburettor, handlebars, controls,
hubs, pedals. Some of these came via Ian Jennings, who bought Colin Missen’s spares after
he died.
As the original fuel tank was missing I have made a new tank, based on the NMMs, which
I was able to measure and photograph. As the frame and mudguards were in such a nice
tatty condition I painted the fuel tank and weathered it a little, to match the rest. I also took
the liberty to install a magneto, an option that was already visible in the February 14th, 1905
advertisement in The Motor.
When I installed new 26” x 2” tyres on the original 26” by 2” rims, they never centred well
and I eventually replaced the rims and tyres with a 26” x 2½” set I had on hand.
Reproduction parts were used to finish the bike, mostly coming from ‘Veteran Triumph
Spares’: pedal gear sprocket, bearings, valves and guides, brake parts. Other missing items
like the front fork reinforcement braces, exhaust system and luggage-rack were home-made.
The engine uses the original piston, but the piston rings are new!
For the time being, a cycle saddle is installed, to be replaced by a correct B100, which I
have, but needs covering first with a replica B100 cover.
History of the machine.
I bought the 1905 Triumph project as a ‘basket-case’ from Jim Hammant in 2009, frame
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NEED A FERRY CROSSING TO EUROPE
Contact Julie at Sport Travel Solutions
We guarantee an Excellent Service and Competitive Fares
with all of the Ferry Operators Including P&O Ferries
Telephone: 01670 712055
Email: juliewarnes@aol.com
Website: www.sporttravelsolutions.net
SPECIAL FARES FOR
SUNBEAM MEMBERS

Members Advertisements

Small Ads for Private Sales and Items Wanted are free to Club Members, and can repeat
free for several issues if requested. Just let the Editor know your requirements.
Please include your membership number with your advertisement and note that free
advertising does not included business advertising.
Do mention where you saw the advert when contacting advertisers.
WANTED
100 mph Cowey speedometer, cash waiting, can collect.
Please call Mark on 01403 822512 / 07779 583868. This will be used on the road. (08/15)
Pre-1914 AJS wanted
Please contact Pavel Baele (Belgium) via email pavel.baele@hotmail.com (06/15)
Precision engine, 1913/14 500cc s/v wanted; help get another veteran on the road. Nick
Smith 01474 852960 (eves or weekends), or nick.smithgjrn@btinternet.com (Kent) (06/15)
Cylinder barrel for Mk10A, 247cc Villiers engine of 67mm bore and 70mm stroke. (Has four
threaded holes for four bolt head fixing).
John Hodson 01322 524567 or johnh587@googlemail.com (Kent) (04/15)
Wanted urgently, a pre-1934 BSA vee-twin three-wheeler. Top price paid for a good ‘on the
road’ example ‘cos I’m too old to take on work! Ian Young 01453 810929 (Glos) (02/15)
Dimensions, drawing or a luggage grid to copy for a 1927 Sunbeam model 5.
Richard 01727 859796 (Herts) (02/15)
Pre-war Norton complete or project, payment upon collection.
Please call Mick Adams 01892 527128 (Kent) (02/15)
Deerstalker helmet, size M (58)
Rein Heerkens 0031654971485 akd.v-twin@hotmail.com (The Netherlands) (02/15)
FOR SALE
1911 Douglas model D 340cc twin. Has been stored for many years, now with engine rebuilt
and running well in original oily-rag condition with all original parts. Original registration
number, Pioneer Certificate and currently SORN’d. £13,250.
Please phone to discuss 01584 811325 (Shropshire) (08/15)
1930 AJS R9 500sv. Complete bike in good solid condition for restoration. £3500
Arranarran2000@yahoo.com 07851091244 (Kent) (08/15)
2008 Honda CRF 230F. 223cc trail and long-distance Trials motorcycle. Button start (no
kick-start), in good going condition, years MOT £1650 ono. 1968 350cc Triumph Tiger T90.
First kick start, goes well for 350cc twin. The bike I rode round the coast of Britain on in
16 days riding seven years ago. Reliable and ready to go around coast of Britain again.
With MOT £2800 ono. Extensively used Dave Cooper single bike trailer with all equipment.
Ready for that event, this week-end. £40.
Contact Peter Donaldson peterdmsc@hotmail.co.uk 01322 332087 Kent. (08/15)
Rudge Bicycle 1950s era. Complete and fair condition with three-speed hub gear. Suitable
for an auxiliary engine. £95
Contact Baz Staple 01892 535671 jennybaz.staple@gmail.com Kent. (08/15)
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A Lucas 319 Motor Acetythote Head Light. This is a very early acetylene unit in very good
condition and would enhance a veteran machine. £250.
Contact gnbpaine@hotmail.com 01727 837577 St Albans. Herts. (06/15)
Velocette two-stroke 220cc part-engine with polished and nickel-plated flywheel, oil pump,
inlet manifold and magneto drive. Also two other part-engines, front stand and unused GTP
piston in original box. Photos available, sensible offers please.
West Sussex 01798 865108 janegog@hotmail.co.uk (04/15)
New Hudson Model 3B 1912 500 cc. 3½ HP, three-speed hub gear and acetylene lights.
Near concours condition and in excellent mechanical order with pioneer certificate. It has
proved to be very reliable on several Pioneer runs as well as events in Holland, Belgium
and Germany. Photos available, £14,000 firm
01943 879575, West Yorks margaretandpaul31@hotmail.com (04/15)
1913 Premier 500cc. 2-speed gearbox with clutch, runs well. Includes lighting set and
period speedo. Successfully completed many events, including The Pioneer Run, Banbury
and Ould Klepper. Any sensible offer considered.
R.Hudson Tel 01934 844546 (Somerset) raymondleohudson@hotmail.co.uk (06/14)
White & Poppe. 1905 427cc. A very original, unrestored veteran with good history back to
1907. Quite quick for a veteran and very reliable. Usually in the first six to arrive at Brighton.
Single speed, no clutch. Took part in the second Pioneer Run. Two owners in the last 64
years. Original number plate. Comes with most of spare engine and adjustable pulley etc.
£25,000. Better than money in the bank. Trying to reduce collection but could P/X Thruxton
Velocette or Vincent twin. Cash either way.
Alex Taylor 01235 553574 (Oxfordshire) alex.taylor574@btinternet.com (10/14)

Off The Saddle

Peter Donaldson

I have relinquished the three major tasks that I have done for the Club over a long time:
• The Membership Secretary is now Paul Cromie.
• The Regalia Officer is now Rob Smith.
• The Club News distribution has been undertaken by George Smith and family.
• There should be details of this elsewhere in the Club News and the addresses of the first
two posts should be seen inside the front cover of this News.

There was a very successful meeting at Canada Heights on Friday evening, July 17th. It
was a motorcycle meet – just that. No entry fee, you took yourself along, preferably with a
bike. The bikes were all lined up on display and the hundreds of enthusiasts there wandered
around soaking in the atmosphere; chatting often to people they hadn’t met in years. I’ve
spoken with several people who were there and the massive three figure sum of machinery
covered everything from off-road or on-road from Vintage through to modern, from real
scramble and Trials machines to three-wheel trikes. No road racers seemed in evidence
though. The trade was there in force plus Club marquees. Bates of Dartford, importers of the
Indian Royal Enfield’s had a great display of their wares. I couldn’t make it this year, perhaps
get there next year.
On display at Swanley was Steve Wesley’s all electric Trials bike. It is full sized, competitive
and Steve rides it regularly. He can do a typical off road event on the one battery charge and
so far it is the only one I know of, adult size, in the South East Centre. But electric engines
in motorcycles! They have of course been around for a very long time but the batteries have
been the major problem to giving them endurance. I remember in the early 1960s going to
the Motor Cycle Show at Earls Court and being able to ride electric powered C15 BSA Trials
Bikes on a short made up cross country circuit in the exhibition hall. It was a popular attraction
but I remember the old style heavy batteries lined up on charge and continued changing of
them. A great gimmick, but at the time not a feasible competition bike. Children’s bikes were
the first usable electric Trials machines and in Youth Trials there are classes from four years
on for electric machines and the children have to be six years old before they are allowed to
compete on small petrol engine machines. The early classes for over six-year olds are twist
and go. However, as better batteries and more economical electric powered engines have
developed so we are now looking at feasible adult machinery. Look at the TT where there
has been an electric class for adults on the Mountain Course for the last few years. They are
capable of a single lap of the 37 odd mile mountain circuit and times have improved annually.
The winner this year was John McGuiness who lapped at 119.279 mph. Some of us will
remember the first 100 mph lap on the Island back in 1957 by Bob McIntyre on a works Gilera.
A Manx Norton managed it a year later.
John Waghorn, our Pioneer Registrar went into hospital on July 20th for a tummy operation
and he will be pretty well confined to quarters for a while when he gets out. I am sure we all
wish him a successful and not too uncomfortable time.
On Saturday August 29th and Sunday August 30th, we will be running our two Trials at
Horsmonden in Kent. Any volunteers to help will be most welcome. Please ring me on 01322
332087.

So, I have come to full acceptance that my motorcycling days are over and I am in the process
of selling off my bikes and trailer. All are in good going condition and I have enjoyed owning
all of them.
We have lost yet another of our long term stalwarts and you will find elsewhere in this News
an obituary to David Jordan who has been an active member of the Club most of the 38 years
he belonged.
Our only Trials rider currently in the limelight is Paul Casling who appears in the Star Group
Championship tables on his lovely 250cc DOT. He has quite a few Trials lined up; open to
Centre and of course both our Trials at Horsmonden. He managed to get a ride in June in
the International Scottish Two-Day Pre-65 Trial. He was on his 250cc Greeves and ended in
a mid-field position and reckons the event is the tops. He will be out on his Greeves again in
September in the Arbuthnot Trial down in Wiltshire/Somerset. 80 miles and a good half of it
off road. To me, that Trial was the tops and I’m sure he will enjoy it.
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Sunbeam MCC Regalia
A selection of Club Regalia is always available to purchase.
To view visit www.sunbeam-mcc.co.uk or contact Rob Smith, 20 The Briars,
West Kingsdown, Sevenoaks, Kent, TN15 6EZ.
01474 85423 rob_sv650@btinternet.com
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Trials Report

Peter Donaldson

It is sad to report that David Jordan died on June 29th at the age of 80. He had not been well
for some time. David was a very active Trials member over many years on the organisational
side being present at most Trials we ran, normally as Club Steward. He was a regular Trials
Sub-Committee member and he was also very active on the Star Group Trials Committee,
being secretary of that for a number of years. David also served for over 20 years on the Club
Management Committee and helped with running some of our Veteran and Vintage activities.
The Trials weekend at Horsmonden is well in hand. Entries have been slower than last year
and as of today we have 20 entries for the Gingerbeards Trial on Saturday 29th and 24 for the
Greybeards Trial on Sunday 30th. Traditionally one receives a spurt of entries to any
Trial in the last week entries are open, i.e. next week, plus some entries on the day. This is
the first time we have offered computer entry to an event through the ACU and have had four
entries for the Gingerbeards and three for the Greybeards that way.
Paul Casling is our only experienced active rider and appears on the leader board of both
Star Group and South Eastern Centre for his Class.
Bernard Rodemark, another of our traditional regular riders, has not been active for a while
due to eye problems for which he has had an operation. He has entered both our events in a
fortnight hoping to make a return to the saddle.
There is no news affecting our activities from the South East Centre ACU.

Sheffield Park Cream Tea

Ann Gidlow

Many thanks go to Eric Holman (Spike) for organising another successful trip on the ‘Bluebell’
railway at Sheffield Park. On Thursday 6th August forty three Sunbeam club members and
friends arrived at Sheffield Park Station on a warm sunny afternoon for a cream tea on a
steam-driven train. When the eight carriage train pulled into the station we were surprised to
see that it was pulled by two steam engines in tandem. Spike, ably assisted by his charming
grandson Oliver, shepherded us to the buffet car. The tables were already laid with table
clothes, plates, cups and saucers etc. having found our seats we watched as fresh scones,
still warm, were brought from the restaurant on the station to our carriage.

VERRALLS
(Handcross) Ltd.

Specialists in
VETERAN - VINTAGE - CLASSIC
and
THOROUGHBRED MOTORCYCLES

WANTED

We are interested in purchasing any Veteran, Vintage or Classic motorcycle
either in restored or "as found" condition. Also, solid tyred cycles, penny
farthings, trikes and any motoring accessories or memorabilia

We always have on display a range of machines at our
showrooms below:
The Old Forge, Quicks Yard, High Street
Handcross, Nr. Haywards Heath, West Sussex, RH17 6BJ

Telephone: 01444 400 678

Fax: 01444 401 111

Website: www.verralls.com

The steam driven journey was from Sheffield Park to East Grinstead and return. During
the journey volunteers served a superb cream tea – two fresh scones, cream, jam, and tea
or coffee. The train journey included stops at Horsted Keynes and Kingscote stations before
arriving at East Grinstead mainline station where the engines were moved to the back (now
front) of the train for the return journey. Another volunteer on the train informed us that each
station on the ‘Bluebell’ line represents a different era, starting with the Victorian building
and architecture of Sheffield Park. Horsted Keynes represents the 1930’s and Kingscote the
1950’s. Many films have been made at one or other of these stations over the years. The line
has only recently been extended to East Grinstead following a huge fund raising appeal and
hard work by supporters and volunteers of the railway.
The afternoon was a huge success and every participant seemed to enjoy themselves. It
was such a lovely afternoon that on return to Sheffield Park some of us sat on the station with
a further drink watching events at the station including the movement of other steam engines.
Once again many thanks Spike.
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CLUB EVENTS CALENDAR 2015 / 2016
Visit our website www.sunbeam-mcc.co.uk to download Entry Forms.
3rd September

7.30 Club Night – Six Bells

Chiddingly,
All welcome
E. Sussex, BN8 6HE

5th September

The Three Tuns Meet

Finchingfield,

13th September

8th Constable Run

Suffolk

Pre 1940

19th September

7th Sunbeam Sept Challenge

North Yorks

Pre 1931

Contact: Baz Staple (01892 535671) jennybaz.staple@gmail.com

Contact: Rob Woodford (07847 098597) robwoodford1@hotmail.co.uk Essex , CM7 4NR
Contact: Marian Johnson (01255-554828)
Contact: Alec Thompson (01751 431478)

19th / 20th Sept SMCC Club Stand at Kop Hill Climb

Princes Risborough, All welcome
HP27 0LB

Contact: George Smith (01474 852960) t110george47@gmail.com

21st September

8:00 Club Night

West Kingsdown,
Kent, TN15 6BZ

27th September

2nd Romney Marsh Run

St Mary in the Marsh,

Contact: Baz Staple (01892 535671) jennybaz.staple@gmail.com

1st October

7.30 Club Night – Six Bells

Chiddingly,
All welcome
E Sussex, BN8 6HE

3rd October

The Three Tuns Meet

Finchingfield,

All welcome

19th October

8:00 Club Night

West Kingsdown,
Kent, TN15 6BZ

All welcome

25th October

SMCC Club Stand at South of England Real Classic
Ardingly W. Sussex RH17 6TL

Contact: John Buckingham (01903 536244) john.b60@ntlworld.com

Contact: Julie Diplock (01797 344277) sunbeameditor@hotmail.co.uk Kent

Contact: Rob Woodford (07847 098597) robwoodford1@hotmail.co.uk Essex, CM7 4NR

YOU are invited to The Chairman’s Lunch 12:30
pm Saturday 2nd January 2016 Shipley Bridge
Pub (Chef & Brewer)
The Chairman’s Lunch will once again be held at Shipley Bridge Pub (Chef &
Brewer) Antlands Lane, Burstow, Surrey RH6 9TE.
Buy your lunch from the well stocked menu and pay at the bar. A separate
room will be reserved for us, this is to the LEFT as you enter the premises.
Directions: From the north on A23 take left fork on to B2036 Balcombe Road
at the Waitrose Garage roundabout, continue for approx 2 miles, under
the motorway flyover to the next roundabout, turn left into Antlands Lane,
continue just over the motorway and turn left into Antlands Lane East, pub is
on the right.
If on M23, leave at J10, take A264 to East Grinstead, at next roundabout
KEEP left at all times through Copthorne Village and you will arrive at the
junction opposite the Shipley Bridge, turn left and immediately right.
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Contact: George Smith (01474 852960) t110george47@gmail.com

All welcome
Pre 1931
Flat-tank

Contact: John Buckingham (01903 536244) john.b60@ntlworld.com
Contact Baz Staple (01892 535671) jennybaz.staple@gmail.com

5th November

7.30 Club Night – Six Bells

Chiddingly,
All welcome
E. Sussex, BN8 6HE

7th November

The Three Tuns Meet

Finchingfield, Essex All welcome

16th November

8:00 Club Night

West Kingsdown
All welcome
Village Hall, Kent, TN15 6BZ

3rd December

Contact: Baz Staple (01892 535671) jennybaz.staple@gmail.com

7.30 Club Night – Six Bells

Chiddingly
All welcome
East Sussex BN8 6HE

5th December

The Three Tuns Meet

Finchingfield,

21st December

8:00 Club Night

West Kingsdown
All welcome
Village Hall, Kent, TN15 6BZ

2nd January

Chairman’s Lunch

Shipley Bridge Pub All welcome
Surrey, RH6 9TE

Contact: Rob Woodford (07847 098597) robwoodford1@hotmail.co.uk CM7 4NR
Contact: George Smith (01474 852960) t110george47@gmail.com

Contact: Rob Woodford (07847 098597) robwoodford1@hotmail.co.uk Essex CM7 4NR
Contact: George Smith (01474 852960) t110george47@gmail.com
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West Kent Run Club Stand with 1928 Ace and Henderson. Photo by Baz Staple

West Kent Run Club Stand with 1928 Ace and Henderson. Photo by Rob Smith

